
Argentina is a country full of contrasts, colors and cultures as wide as
its enormous size. Being the second largest country in South
America, from north to south, who visits it discover places of
undeniable beauty, diverse and welcoming cities, glaciers, jungles,
deserts, plains, mountains and so much more!

Argentina is not a place to come only once. Everyone who knows it
can assure that there is so much to see, that you just have to return
and fall in love all over again.

Passionate for football and tango, the Argentinean is very proud to
show its visitors the beauties their country has to offer, so have a
taste of mate, enjoy a world class wine, fall for tango, eat the humita
and fell delighted by its meat. Argentina has it all!

13 Days Buenos Aires, Bariloche & 
Iguazú Highlights 

DMC REPS

the perfect holiday according to...
Gabriela Burria

Visited countries

Argentina



Discover Buenos Aires! This fascinating city was founded on the
shores of the Rio de la Plata in 1570 and was named after the patron
saint of sailors for the good wind (“buen aire”).

Thanks to its wide avenues, grand tree-lined boulevards, fine colonial
architecture, rows of cafes, superb restaurants to eat a tasty steak,
shops and energetic nightlife, make it an amazing destination. The
downtown area is still true to its distant past, the city was built by
French, Italian and Spanish immigrants, which is why it comes as no
surprise that travelers walking through the leafy parks and
boulevards could be forgiven for thinking they were in Madrid, Paris
or Milan.

Because of its great diversity and monumental size, Buenos Aires
presents travelers with the spirit of Argentina. The national dance,
the tango, is perhaps the best expression of that spirit practiced in
dance halls, parks, open plazas, and ballrooms, an intimate dance
combining elegance and an exuberant passion.

You arrived at Patagonia, in the Nahuel Huapi National Park, next to
the Andes Mountain Range and you are 1680 km from the city of
Buenos Aires. In 2012 it was declared a national capital of adventure
tourism, and in 2015 the national capital of chocolate. Bariloche is
one of the most intense and incredible places in Argentina. You will
discover breathtaking views, lakes, streams, meltwater rivers and
mountains. You will enjoy the pure air, and the landscapes that are
dyed the color of each season.
Between 1876 and 1902 Dr. Francisco P. Moreno, an Argentine
expert, traveled extensively throughout the region. In his descriptions
highlights that Bariloche "... contains the most interesting meeting of
natural beauties that I have observed in Patagonia.
Came to enjoy Bariloche the four seasons of the year. You will find a
nature that rewards every visitor with wonderful landscapes, from
snowy peaks and coppery lengas, to valleys covered with flowers and
crystal clear waters.

On the northeast side of Argentina, the stunning Iguazu falls can be
found. A complex of 270 waterfalls divided between Argentina and
Brazil.

Declared Natural World Heritage by UNESCO, Iguazu is one of the
most visited sites in South America. Right on the heart of the
amazonian jungle, its brimming with life and thanks to its warm
weather all year round, it makes this experience one of a kind

But eventhough the waterfalls are the highlight of the zone, it is not
limited to only them. There are interesting excursions in the
Argentinean side as well as in the Brazilean side too; for example,
one can visit the Jesuistic ruins, the Yerba fields (herb used to
prepare the famous mate) and a visit to the Itaupu Dam.

Take the time to enjoy the amazing beauties of the region, be
amazed by the power of the waterfalls, admire the colourfull beauty
of a tucan or just relax your eyes in the green ednless jungle, Iguazú
offers this and much more!

Regions to discover

Buenos Aires

Bariloche

Iguazu



Your itinerary



Transfer In from Ezeiza to Hotel Downtown

You will be transferred from Ezeiza International Airport to your hotel in Downtown
Buenos Aires. 

Time at leisure
You will have the day to do some optional excursions or just to relax!
Buenos Aires is waiting with its amazing steaks, red wine, and plenty of sites to
occupy you for days on end. This city rarely sleeps and you’ll have a chance to
explore many weekend ferias or markets, great dining establishments, historic
sites, plazas, and museums during your visit.

Overnight @ Kenton Palace Hotel in a Classic Room

City Tour Highlights of Buenos Aires

During this tour, you can visit the most beautiful, historical and important places
of the city. You will have the opportunity to go at your own pace, with no time
restrictions.

Discover the history of May Square, the site of the most important historical
events since its foundation: see its surroundings, the most emblematic
buildings, and learn about them and the protagonists of those events. Leave
May Square along May Avenue and enjoy a coffee at the historical Tortoni
coffee shop. If you like, take a short trip on the first ever subway line in South
America.

Wonder in awe at the oldest residential neighborhood in Buenos Aires: San
Telmo. Walk along its cobble-stoned streets and discover its antiques shops
and picturesque buildings.

Live and feel the original Tango in the neighborhood of La Boca: walk along
Caminito Street and enjoy the dancers and souvenir shops. See the mythical
Boca Juniors soccer stadium. If you so desire you may enter the Pasión
Boquense Museum and take a look around. Contemplate the modernization of
the city whilst traveling along Madero Port and its exclusive docks, full of
excellent restaurants and large offices. Traveling through Retiro you will come
to one of the most aristocratic areas of the city, Recoleta, where we will discover
the final resting place of Eva Peron, “Evita” and wander through Recoleta
Cemetery .

We will visit Palermo as well and its most exclusive residential area before finally
returning to your hotel. If you wish to add other places to your tour or choose just
some of these, don’t hesitate to contact us. We can tailor make your tour for you.

Dinner &Tango Show Aljibe with shared transfer

You will picked up from your hotel in a shared transfer to enjoy a beautiful evening
of Tango, and a delicious dinner. After the show you will be transferred back to
you hotel.

Overnight @ Kenton Palace Hotel in a Classic Room

Day 1Transfer In from Ezeiza International Airport
to Hotel + Overnight Kenton Palace Hotel or similar

Day 2 Tour Highlights of Buenos Aires + Tango
Show Aljibe with dinner and shared transfer +
Overnight @ Kenton Palace Hotel or similar



An unique experience: Full Day "Estancia" Farm in the Countryside

On this tour the passenger enjoy an authentic day in the countryside at an
exclusive Estancia in San Antonio de Areco.
 
At the start of the tour the group will travel to San Antonio de Areco and be able
to enjoy a close up view of our pampas on the way and at the same time receive a
complete explanation from one of our specialized guides.
 
On arrival at San Antonio de Areco the group will take a tour of the village, which
includes a walk around the historical heart of the city. Following that the group will
make their way to the exclusive ‘El Ombu de Areco’ Estancia.
 
Once at the estancia the passengers can take rides on the horses or go for a ride
in a sulky whilst enjoying a buffet with traditional cold cuts, cheeses and
beverages. At lunchtime the group will enjoy a typical country style barbeque
prepared using only the finest quality meats. Dessert is accompanied by a folklore
show, which is followed by a demonstration of gaucho skills.

Overnight @ Kenton Palace Hotel in a Classic Room

Tour San Isidro & Tigre Delta in shared service

Our group tour service to Tigre is unique within the market due to its
characteristics and the services it offers, such as traveling from
Buenos Aires to the Delta in a first class motor boat.

At the start of the tour you will head to the city’s port and we will take you to the
Tigre Delta. Our trip will last one and a half hour, while you will be able to admire
Buenos Aires from the Rio de la Plata (River Plate), its northern areas and the
canals of its Delta, whilst enjoying refreshments on board.

After the boat, a minibus will pick you up and take you to visit Paseo Victoria, the
most important neighborhood in Tigre and Puerto de Frutos.

You will soon find yourself in San Isidro where you will visit the town’s historical
center and Cathedral on foot while having a snack while enjoying this beautiful
little piece, before we finally see the city’s northern areas and the Presidential
Residence in Olivos, before returning to the City.

Overnight @ Kenton Palace Hotel in a Classic Room

Transfer Out from Hotel to Aeroparque Airport 

You will be transferred from your hotel to Aeroparque Airport to board your next
flight destination Bariloche. 

Transfer In Bariloche International Airport to Hotel 

Day 3Full Day Estancia in the country side +
Overnight @ Kenton Palace Hotel or similar

Day 4Tour Tigre Delta & San Isidro in shared service
+ Overnight @ Kenton Palace Hotel or similar 

Day 5Transfer out from Hotel to Aeroparque Airport
+ Transfer In Bariloche  Airport to Hotel +
Overnight @ Design Suites Hotel Bariloche or
similar 



You will be transferred from Bariloche International Airport to your hotel. 

Time at leisure

You will have the day to do some optional excursions or just to relax!
Bariloche is called the "little Switzerland" of Argentina, because many local
families originally migrated from Switzerland, Germany and Italy.
You can explore Bariloche and enjoy some of the most attractive landscapes of
Argentina, where nature combines forests and lakes with views of the snowy
peaks. Also enjoy its exquisite cuisine, craft beers and chocolates.

Overnight @ Design Suites Bariloche Hotel in a Standard room

Half Day Excursion Circuito Chico

This is a tour to stop and enjoy. The beauty of the landscape is everywhere on this
journey. There are many natural views along the route, such as Bahia Lopez
(Lopez Bay) and Panoramic Point , to take in the beauty.   Cerro Campanario
chairlift, located at about the halfway point (km. 17) is at just the right elevation
to enjoy the most beautiful view of the area. In addition to the landscape, there
are a wide range of regional products: handmade fabrics ,wood, ceramics,
candles, cosmetics and many others. This is an unavoidable part of the trip that
you should not miss.  

Overnight @ Design Suites Bariloche Hotel in a Standard room

Full Day Excursion 7 lakes in shared service

We travel the RN 40 to 21km from San Carlos de Bariloche until is connected with
the RN 231 and we take towards west. Some stretches of the road skirts the Lake
Nahuel Huapi unique, revealing the Cerro Cathedral in the background. After
passing Puerto Manzano, Villa La Angostura is crossed, a true mountain village,
characterized by its meticulous and clean architecture. A few miles later the 7
lakes road begins, walking the Drafty, Espejo, Escondido, Villarino, Falkner ,
Hermoso and Machonico lakes . Each attraction has a unique landscape,
surrounded by olive and lush forests. Once in San Martin de los Andes, on the
shore of Lake Lacar , passengers can explore the city and visit an interesting
viewpoint .

Overnight @ Design Suites Bariloche Hotel in a Standard room

Half Day Excursion Isla Victoria with shared transfer

Day 6 Half Day Excursion Circuito Chico +
Overnight @ Design Suites Hotel Bariloche or
similar 

Day 7Full Day Excursion 7 lakes + Overnight @
Design Suites Hotel  Bariloche or similar

Day 8 Half Day Excursion Isla Victoria with shared
transfer + Overnight @ Design Suites Hotel
Bariloche or similar 



We will pick you up from your hotel, and will head to Pañuelo Port where we start
our navigation. After sailing for about an hour, we get to Quetrihué Península
where you visit a unique myrtle forest which is considered the only one left in the
world. While walking along a wooden trail you can appreciate these hundred-year-
old species. Then we sail for about 40 more minutes to Victoria Island and
disembark at Puerto Anchorena. You will be able to visit a nursery of conifers and
other species, enjoy natural viewpoints and walk along trails which unfold amazing
beauty. One of the trails leads to Playa del Toro (Bull Beach) where you can see
cave paintings and relax at a beach of volcanic sand. During the trip, you will be
accompanied by our professional guides from the National Park. 

Overnight @ Design Suites Bariloche Hotel in a Standard room

Day at leisure

You will have the day to do some optional excursions or just to relax!
Bariloche is called the "little Switzerland" of Argentina, because many local families originally migrated from
Switzerland, Germany and Italy.
You can explore Bariloche and enjoy some of the most attractive landscapes of Argentina, where nature combines
forests and lakes with views of the snowy peaks. Also enjoy its exquisite cuisine, craft beers and chocolates.

Overnight @ Design Suites Bariloche Hotel in a Standard room

Transfer Out Hotel to Bariloche International Airport in private service

In due time, you will be transferred from your hotel to Bariloche International
Airport  to board your flight destination to Iguazu.

Private Transfer in from Iguazú Airport to Hotel

You will be transferred from Iguazù International Airport to your hotel. 

Overnight @ YVY Hotel del la Selva in a Double room

Full day Argentinean falls from Hotel in Iguazu

The tour starts from your hotel. You will be transferred to the Iguazú National
Park, where you will find the majestic Iguazu Falls, which will impress you with its
more than 275 falls, which range between 30 and 80 meters of height.

To move around the park,there is the Ecological Train of the Jungle
Specially designed to preserve the ecosystem. It has three stations: ¨Center of
visitors", "Cataratas¨ and ¨Garganta del Diablo¨; At each station, the route of the
circuits begins.

Day 9 Day at leisure + Overnight @ Design Suites
Hotel Bariloche or similar

Day 10Transfer Out from Hotel to Bariloche Airport 
+ Transfer in from Iguazú Airport to Hotel +
Overnight @ YVY Hotel de la Selva or similar 

Day 11 Full day Argentinean falls + Great
Adventure Excursion + Overnight @ YVY Hotel de la
Selva or similar 



The excursion continues with the transfer by train to Puerto Canoas, traveling 3
km and bordering the Upper Iguazú River. From there, the 1,100-meter walkway
to the viewpoints of the Devil´s Throat, the most impressive fall of them all.

For all excursions we recommend to carry repellent, slippers and comfortable
clothes.

Great Adventure Excursion in shared service

Great Adventure combines in a single trip the very essence of Iguazu National
Park: the jungle and the waterfalls.

Departing from the Operative Center or from the Visitors’ Center, we shall enter
the jungle by the Yacaratiá trail in trucks specially designed for this environment.
Bilingual guides (Spanish and English) will introduce the place’s natural and
cultural resources.

This 5 kms long stretch ends at Puerto Macuco. At its dock, visitors will board on
the boats that shall be sailing in the Lower Iguazu River for as long as 6 kms,
heading towards the waterfalls area, enjoying rapids. Upon reaching the Tres
Mosqueteros Fall, visitors will be able to see the falls of both the
Argentine and Brazilian sides,crowned by the view of the Garganta del Diablo
(Devil’s Throat).

Afterwards, the most exciting point comes when facing the incomparable San
Martín waterfall, the second in dimension, the biggest and wildest any boat can
face. After that we’ll navigate 6km down river until Puerto Macuco from where,
after walking up hill 150 mts we’ll ride the trucks 6Km back to our Operative
Center, for a total fun of over 2:15 Hs.

Overnight @YVY Hotel del la Selva in a Double room

Half day Brazilian falls

We will pick you up from your hotel and go to Foz de Iguazú National Park.
Once inside, you will be surprised by the beauty and hugeness of it. Hosting
innumerable species of animals and plants. Surely nature will welcome you in the
most colorful way, with the display of thousands of butterflies flying all over the
park!

The park has a single gangway of approximately 1,000 meters, from which you
can take advantage of the different panoramic views; it finishes in front of the
Floriano jump, where there is a viewpoint, that can be accessed
through an elevator, and offers one of the most beautiful views of the Brazilian
side of the falls.

Half day Bird Park

The Bird Park is an essential walk for those who visit Foz de Iguazú, located near
the Brazilian side of the Iguazu Falls. In the Bird Park, you will have
direct contact with more than 1020 birds, covering approximately 150 different
species. They are 16.5 ha of exuberant Atlantic forest
It is not a walk like any other, it is an unique and unforgettable experience in
which you will find incredible birds from Brazil as well as different parts of the
world, many of them endangered species.
There is much to feel and appreciate, beauty is everywhere and is the motivation
to preserve fauna and flora.

Overnight @ YVY Hotel del la Selva in a Double room

Day 12 Private Half day Brazilian falls  + Half day
Bird Park + Overnight @ YVY Hotel de la Selva or
similar 



Transfer out from Hotel to Iguazú Airport

You will be transferred from your hotel to Iguazù International Airport to board
your flight destination Buenos Aires.

Transfer from Aeroparque Airport to Ezeiza International Airport 

Upon arrival at Aeroparque Airport, you will be transferred to Ezeiza International
Airport to board your connecting flight to....

Day 13 Transfer out from Hotel to Iguazú Airport +
Transfer from Aeroparque Airport to Ezeiza
International Airport 



Category: Hotel  4*

Kenton Palace is the best choice for your stay in Buenos Aires.
Either leisure or work, the bohemian vibe of San Telmo, the
neighborhood where the hotel is located, along with its own style,
culture and distinctive architecture, make of this option the best for
you. Well furnished and big rooms,easy and quick access to airports
and major points of the city and great restaurant, are some of the
services provided.

Category: Hotel  4*

Located a few meters from Lake Nahuel Huapi, this hotel in Bariloche
offers you all the necessary comforts to enjoy Patagonia. Its
incomparable views, its heated pool and various services
differentiate it from the rest of the hotels and its variety in the ideal
lodging option.

YOUR ACCOMMODATION

Hotel Kenton Palace
Buenos Aires

Hotel Design Suites Bariloche
San Carlos de Bariloche



Category: Hotel 4*

Located in the middle of Iryapú jungle, a natural reserve with over 3
hectares long, in Puerto Iguazú, Yvy Hotel de Selva features an
outdoor swimming pool and a la carte restaurant. 

Yvy Hotel de Selva has comfortable rooms with flat-screen TVs,
safety deposit boxes..

The on-site Mua Restaurant offers regional and international dishes,
as well as exquisite wines. A great option when visiting the falls.
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